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INTRODUCTION

For Department of Energy (DOE) facilities, compliance with DOE Order 5480.11 became
a requirement in January 1989. One of the requirements of this Order is that personnel external
dosimetry programs be accredited under the Department of Energy's Laboratory Accreditation
Program (DOELAP) in Personnel Dosimetry. The accreditation process, from the facility's
perspective, is two-fold: dosimeters must meet performance criteria in radiation categories
appropriate for each facility, and personnel administering and carrying out the program must
demonstrate good operating practices. The DOELAP onsite assessment is designed to provide an
independent evaluation of the latter.

ASSESSOR SELECTION

DOE Order 5480.15 provides the structure for the administration of the DOELAP. The
program is managed through the DOE Office of Health Physics and Industrial Hygiene Programs by
a designated administrator at DOE Headquarters (DOE-HQ). This administrator in turn establishes
accreditation procedures, selects a Performance Evaluation Program Administrator and a testing
laboratory, and requests nominations of technical experts from the managers of DOE Operations
Offices. These technical experts are then chosen by the DOELAP Administrator and the
Performance Evaluation Administrator to serve in any of three capacities: some on an Oversight
Board, some on an Appeals Board, and some as onsite assessors.

A technical expert is defined in DOE Order 5480.15 as a "technically trained individual with
professional experience in personnel radiation dosimetry (programmatic or research) for a minimum
of 5 years...." The "Handbook for the Department of Energy Laboratory Accreditation Program for
Perdonnel Dosimetry Systems," (DOE/EH-0026) adds that they are "selected by evaluating their
professional and academic achievements and their experience in dosimetry."

Once chosen, assessors routinely interact with the Performance Evaluation Program
Administrator. Travel accounts, assessor training, site assessment assignments and programmatic
changes are handled through this Administrator.
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ASSESSMENT PREPARATION

Upon successful completion of the performance testing phase, the Performance Evaluation
Administrator assigns two assessors to visit the facility, naming one as the lead assessor. In general,
the assessors for a given assessment are chosen to be complementary. That is, one's strength may
be administrative, while the other's is technical; one may have experience on. for example, Harshaw
dosimetry systems while the other's is with Panasonic; or one may be research oriented while the
other is operations oriented. Usually, possible assessors are discussed with the site contact, and sites
are discussed with the potential assessors, before the final assignments are made.

Following the assignment, che Performance Evaluation Administrator sends both assessors a
package of information that includes the site's DOELAP application, performance test results, reports
from previous assessments, and a copy of the current checklist and reporting forms. The lead assessor
schedules the onsite visit with the site contact. Any information missing from the aforementioned
package may be requested at this time, as well as other documentation the assessors may want to
review prior to the visit. This might include the dosimetry program's Quality Assurance Manual,
specific operating data, site technical reports, etc.

ASSESSMENT METHODS

The method any given assessor uses to assess a dosimetry program will gene rally reflect his
or her strengths. This is one of the reasons that DOELAP sends two assessors for each assessment,
and also that the Performance Evaluation Administrator tries to send different assessors to a given
site on followup or reaccreditation visits. One goal is that, over many years, a given program will be
reviewed by many experts, each giving their unique experience to the site.

As varied as the assessment techniques may be, there are some constants for every assessment.
Assessments begin with an opening meeting and end with a closeout meeting. But the foremost
constant is that the site is evaluated against :he DOELAP assessment criteria found in the checklist
in DOE/EH-0026. This checklist provides an objective basis for the assessment, and its use ensures
that all aspects of a good dosimetry program are considered. Assessors usually complete the entire
checklist on each assessment. However, they may use it "with considerable latitude according to their
experience and as the unique conditions at each processing facility may vary" (DOE/EH-0026, p. 11).

As a program is evaluated, assessors classify their findings as either deficiencies, concerns or
recommendations. In addition, most assessors identify specific strengths of the programs. Deficiencies
are conditions that are necessary but lacking in a program, and the lack of which represents a serious
weakness in the program. The facility must respond to deficiencies identified during the initial
assessment with either corrective action or a written plan for such correction within 30 days of the
assessment. Full accreditation is not conferred until these deficiencies are resolved. On
reaccreditation, deficiencies must be corrected within 60 days of the closeout meeting. Concerns are
less serious weaknesses that should be addressed by the facility on a longer term basis. An official
response to the Performance Evaluation Administrator is not rt^:*;red. Recommendations are "free
advice" to the facility, often involving alternate methods of operation that might increase efficiency
or clarity.
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Probably the most popular constant in the program is that the final report is left with the
facility as the assessors leave. There is no delay in knowing the specific deficiencies and concerns
found during the assessment. The facility may begin preparing its plans and responses before the
departing assessors even reach the airport!

ASSESSMENT EXPERIENCE

In the remainder of this paper, deficiencies noted for more than one facility are discussed.
The subtitles and item numbers refer to the DOELAP checklist found in Appendix B of
DOE/EH-0026.

PERSONNEL

This section of the checklist generally covers dosimetry management and administration.
Specific items addressed include technical experience and depth, organization and resources, and
communication. Most programs are strong in these areas, having competent and stable workforces
who communicate well with each other. The one area in which some programs have demonstrated
difficulty is in formal communication as documented in training programs.

DOELAP is not overly specific regarding what must be included in dosimetry training
programs; the requirements would apply equally well to other technician training programs. An initial
"apprentice" period for new technicians, annual verification of competency, a mechanism to ensure
procedural changes are understood and documentation of all of the above are standard programmatic
requirements. Where some programs have fallen short is in the documentation area - usually the
training program itself is not well documented. A good, detailed description of the training program
is necessary to ensure thdt all technicians are taught the same essential elements necessary to perform
their jobs well. Documentation that technicians have been notified of procedure changes, and that
they understand the implications of those changes for their daily work, has also been noted as a
deficiency in some programs.

EQUIPMENT AND FACILrnES

In general, the equipment and facilities used in dosimetry programs meet the requirements
of DOELAP. Space is a problem in some programs, but good systems of organization have been
devised to mitigate the difficulty. Maintenance and repair practices, and their associated records, for
major equipment are usually an area of commendation.

The above notwithstanding, probably the single most misunderstood of the assessment criteria
is found in this section of the checklist. Item 5 requires that there be procedures in place that
"ensure continuity of service when personnel or dosimetry systems fail to perform within control
limits." This criterion has at least two levels of meaning, and many sites do not consider all of the
possibilities. First, and most often interpreted, is the requirement to provide service if one reader
ceases to function. The site's response will depend on how many readers there are in the program
and the provisions for repair, and should consider the worst-case timing of the breakdown. Few sites
have difficulty showing how dosimetry operations can continue under these circumstances. The moie
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difficult scenario is the catastrophic loss of the dosimetry processing facility. Most sites conduct their
operations in a single location. Typically, all of the readers are located in a single room. Although
the probability of catastrophic loss is remote, a plan providing for the processing of dosimeters
following the loss of all of the site's readers should be available and workable. Most of the time this
will involve an agreement with another DOELAP-accredited facility with a similar dosimetry system
to provide services while the site recovers from the catastrophe.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

This short section of the checklist contains programmatic requirements for quality assurance
(QA). Of course, QA is addressed in all of the other sections, as it specifically applies to those
sections. Programmatic requirements include those measures taken to assess and ensure a consistent
and acceptable level of quality. In large programs, this includes methods to evaluate differences
between readers and between personnel. For all programs it includes systematic methods used to
find, document and correct weaknesses. In general, programs are strong in the identification of
problems, but are less strong in documentation and still weaker in correcting the problems.

At least one shortcoming was seen at more than one facility. And while many identified
deficiencies are subject to the judgement of the assessors, this one is clearly a requirement of the
checklist. Namely, the Blind Audit program must include unexposed dosimeters (see item 8 in the
checklist). The use of "blanks" in QA programs of all types is standard practice. One practical
advantage is that their inclusion allows the dosimetrist to observe and document the occurrence of
false positive readings, allowing an objective evaluation of the lower reporting limit.

DOSIMETERS

This section of the checklist is divided into three subsections: General Criteria,
Thermoluminescent Dosimeters and Film Dosimeters. Since this author's experience does not include
film dosimetry, comments on that subsection are not included. In general, the section deals with
control over dosimetry components from purchasing to final removal from service. The use of
uniquely and permanently numbered dosimeter materials greatly enhances control capabilities.
Dosimetry systems that track dosimetry materials by batch must pay particular attention to the layout
of the facility, storage and handling practices, and technician training and awareness.

Several deficiencies have been noted repeatedly under the grouping of Dosimeters. Two of
these are fairly straightforward to correct, one may present technical difficulties, and a fourth is an
almost universal problem that often lies outside the ability of the dosimetry program to correct. First,
item 12 in the Thermoluminescent Dosimeters (TLD) subsection requires that precautions be taken
to avoid the contamination of TL materials by either nonradioactive or radioactive substances. For
most programs, dosimeters are handled and stored in clean areas. But many programs monitor only
incoming dosimeters for contamination. As good health physics practice, it is necessary to survey
processing areas regularly to minimize the potential for the spread of low levels of contamination.
Second, item 2 of this same subsection (as well as item 7 in the Equipment and Facilities section)
requires a procedure for establishing acceptable instrument operating conditions. Some programs
have failed to adequately document these operating limits, either by not specifying the general ranges
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acceptable for different functional tests, or by not properly documenting the ranges used for specific
pieces of equipment.

The third and likely the most technically difficult item needing enhancement in most programs
is comprehensive dosimetric testing of incoming dosimeter materials for conformance to specifications.
Usually the vendor is relied upon to certify that a supply of dosimeters or holders meets the
specifications. Most (if not all) programs perform some independent verification of this. But most
of those programs are not comprehensive in their testing. The most thorough program would test
all TL materials for correct type and positioning for all possible differences, and would test holders
for physical and performance uniformity. For example, TLD-200 elements and copper filters would
be verified by x-ray irradiation and TLD-600/TLD-700 by neutron irradiation. For any program,
though, it is necessary to perform some inspection following receipt from the vendor.

The fourth common and most administratively frustrating deficiency is that timely dosimeter
exchange is not enforceable. Timely exchange is not a DOELAP requirement. It is usually a
requirement in a site's QA manual, and DOELAP requires that practices be consistent with the QA
manual. Small programs usually do not have difficulty meeting internal exchange requirements.
However, large programs spend considerable time and effort tracking down and retrieving delinquent
dosimeters. Some flexibility built into the site's requirements, plus awareness and attention at
appropriate levels of management, are usually enough to satisfy current DOELAP requirements.

PROCESSING

The Processing section of the checklist addresses dosimeter processing procedures, quality
control, algorithms and reviews of dose results. Most facilities have demonstrated satisfactory
performance in these areas; however, one item has been a noted deficiency at more than one facility.
Item 11 requires that there be a procedure for detailed data review following the failure of a quality
control dosimeter. Sites with this deficiency noted generally recognize its importance and do not have
difficulty implementing appropriate corrections.

SUMMARY

The DOELAP accreditation process is intended to strengthen personnel dosimetry programs
operated for DOE facilities. Performance testing and onsite assessments serve to bring these
programs to a consistent level of performance, and continuing accreditation requirements ensure that
this level is maintained. Onsite assessments have the added advantage of providing a means for
information exchange between operating dosimetry programs. Both the assessed sites and the
assessors' own programs benefit from the onsite assessment process.
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DISCLAIMER

lhis report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, 01
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Overview

- Introduction

- Selection of Assessors

- Preparation for Assessments

- Assessment Methods

- Assessment Experience

- DOELAP Program Status
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Introduction

- DOELAP accreditation is required by DOE Order 5480.11

- DOELAP administrative structure is given in DOE Order
5480.15

- DOELAP accreditation process and requirements are
contained in DOE/EH-0026 and -0027
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Selection of Assessors

- "Technical Experts" are nominated by DOE Operations
Offices and chosen by the DOE-HQ DOELAP
Administrator

- TE's are chosen to serve on the Oversight Board,
Appeals Board, or as assessors
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Selection of Assessors

- A Technical Expert is:

• "a technically trained individual with professional
experience in personnel radiation dosimetry
(programmatic or research) for a minimum of 5 years"
- DOE Order 5480.15

• "selected by evaluating their professional and
academic achievements and their experience in
dosimetry.11 - DOE/EH-0026
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Preparation for Assessments

- Following the Performance Test phase, the Performance
Evaluation Program Administrator chooses two
assessors

- Lead assessor arranges the visit

- Assessors review available information

• DOELAP Application

• Performance test results

• Previous assessment reports

oml



Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Assessment Methods

- Opening and Closeout Meetings

- Review program and operating documents

- Interview dosimetry personnel

- Leave final report upon departure

oml



Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Assessment Methods

- Findings are grouped into three categories

• Deficiencies - require a written response

• Concerns - no response required

• Recommendations - free advice
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Assessment Experience

- Personnel

- Equipment and Facilities

- Quality Assurance

- Dosimeters

- Processing
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Personnel

- (Item 18) Specialized skills required to conduct all
processing operations must be documented. The
training program for individuals who conduct the
protocols must include these skills....

- (Item 15) The QA Manual must have provisions for
retraining assigned staff members when protocols are
revised.
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Personnel

- Training programs not well documented

- Training when procedures are revised not done or not
documented
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Equipment and Facilities

- (Item 5) Procedures should be established to bring
backup equipment into routine service, repair equipment
on a rapid-response basis, and/or use the services of
another DOELAP-accredited contractor. Such
procedures ensure continuity of service when personnel
or dosimetry systems fail to perform within the control
limits.
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Equipment and Facilities

- Breakdown of a single reader usually addressed
adequately

- Loss of dosimeter processing facility usually not
addressed
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Quality Assurance

- (Item 8) The QA program must incorporate external
checks, including:

• Processing controls (e.g., light source readings,
microprocessor controls)

• Blind-audit dosimeters

• Unexposed dosimeters
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Quality Assurance

- Some programs have not included unexposed
dosimeters in their QA program
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Dosimeters

- (Thermoluminescent Dosimeters, Item 12) Precautions
must be taken to avoid the contamination of TL elements
(e.g., by chalk, dust, grease, or any radioactive material).
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Dosimeters

- All programs screen for radioactive contamination upon
return.

- Some do not perform routine radiological surveys in
processing and storage areas
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Dosimeters

- (Thermoluminescent Dosimeters, Item 2) A written
procedure must exist and responsibility must be
designated for establishing and checking appropriate
instrument operating conditions. This check may
include: [items are listed]

Equipment and Facilities

- (Item 7) Adequate controls must be in place to ensure
equipment performance at the levels of precision and
accuracy the contractor defined in each processing
protocol.
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Dosimeters

- Operating limits are not clearly documented
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Dosimeters

- (General Criteria, Item 3) A satisfactory acceptance
criterion for all dosimetry material must be established.
The criteria must be documented in the QA manual.

- (GC, Item 7) Documented procedures must be used to
verify:

• Filter materials are consistent with the dosimeter
design.

• Filters are properly placed in dosimeters.

- (GC, Item 8) A procedure must be established to verify
dosimeter holders meet required specifications.
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Dosimeters

- Receipt inspection and testing not thorough

- OR -

- Specifications not detailed enough
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Dosimeters

- (GC, Item 1) Practices for receiving, handling and
storing dosimeters must be consistent with provisions in
the QA manual.

- (GC, Item 2) A positive system for identifying and
tracking all dosimeters must be in use.

- (GC, Item 15) ... The procedure must include ... a
method for identifying dosimeters that have not been
returned by clients for processing.
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Dosimeters

- Site QA manuals may require timely dosimeter exchange
without flexibility.

- 100% timely exchange is often not achievable in large
programs.
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Processing

- (Item 11) A procedure must exist for a detailed review
of data produced between the last successful quality
control dosimeter and the first quality control dosimeter
failing to meet control limits.
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Processing

- Procedure for detailed review following QC failure is
either nonexistent or too general
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Onsite Assessments for DOELAP

Summary

- DOELAP onsite assessment criteria ensure a consistent
level of quality across DOE personnel external dossmetry
programs.

- Information exchange during and following assessments
proves valuable for all parties involved.
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DOELAP Status

Requesting nominations now from Operations Offices.

DOE Order 5480.15 and the Handbook and Standard are
to be revised.

New Performance Evaluation Program Administrator to be
named.
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DOELAP Status

Will be scheduling two performance test sessions per year.

Session 15 begins January 1993.

A DOELAP Newsletter is under consideration.
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DOELAP Status

The Cx factor for plutonium environments is being changed
(K17 definitely, K59 maybe).

NIST is being funded to provide traceability for the ISO
beams.
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